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MORNING SESSION Davidson Auditorium, JSOM

LUNCH Galaxy Rooms, Student Union

AFTERNOON SESSION Davidson Auditorium, JSOM

7:30 a.m. Registration and Continental Breakfast, Davidson Auditorium, JSOM

Welcome: Richard C. Benson, President, UT Dallas8:20 a.m.

Alain Mutricy, Senior Vice President, GlobalFoundries8:40 a.m.

Dave Heacock, Senior Vice President, Texas Instruments9:25 a.m.

Coffee Break10:10 a.m.

Rob Rutenbar, Department Head, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign10:25 a.m.

1-min Student Poster Previews11:10 a.m.

Wrap-up and Move to Lunch11:40 a.m.

Lunch and Talk by Bruce Gnade, Vice President of Research, UT Dallas11:50 a.m.

Poster Session and Competition12:50 p.m.

Ogan Gurel, CEO, NovumWaves1:50 p.m.

Brian Floyd, Associate Professor, North Carolina State University2:35 p.m.

Kyuho Lee, PhD Candidate, KAIST3:35 p.m.

Coffee Break3:20 p.m.

Ken O, Director of TxACE, UT Dallas4:20 p.m.

Student Poster Awards – Closing Remarks4:50 p.m.



Richard C. Benson
President
The University of Texas at Dallas

Alain Mutricy
Senior Vice President
GLOBALFOUNDRIES

Welcome Foundry Innovation: Revolution and
Re-Invention of the Semiconductor Industry

Abstract:  Born out of the IDM quest for cost effective alternate 
sourcing, the pure play foundry and its offspring the fabless 
semiconductor company seemed adequate surrogates for the once 
necessary close developmental relationship between design and 
technology. It became conventional wisdom that Moore's Law 
meant perpetual improvements in digital CMOS as a platform that 
could support analog, RF, embedded nonvolatile memories and 
even high voltage interfaces as the leading edge digital moved on. 
However, today's leading edge digital technologies are reversing 
this trend as the manufacturability of the underlying digital devices 
drives physical constraints that compromise this widely held myth. 
In this talk we motivate this topic by re-introducing 'Design' as the 
unifying element for driving a revolution and re-invention of 
technology innovation, readiness and customer value for foundries 
and thus the semiconductor industry in general.
Bio: Alain Mutricy is the SVP, Product Management Group, at 
GLOBALFOUNDRIES. Assuming the role in 2016, he is responsible 
for leading the Product Management, Program Management, and 
Design Enablement organizations. Alain is an accomplished senior 
executive with more than 25 years of experience in general 
business management and complex technology product line 
management in the consumer electronics, mobile, and semicon-
ductor industries. Prior to his current role, Alain served as 
Founder-Consultant, Executive Adviser, for AxINNOVACTION, a 
company that promotes action to unlock and accelerate innovation 
in big organizations and proposes a customized strategy frame-
work to develop new products. Alain has also, among other 
experiences, held the role of Senior Vice President, Portfolio and 
Product Management, at Motorola Mobility, during its spinoff from 
Motorola and up to the Google acquisition. He also spent 18 years 
in the semiconductor industry at Texas Instruments, where he 
founded the OMAP business unit and was VP for Cellular chipsets 
solutions. Alain holds an MBA, Cum Laude, from the HEC Group in 
Paris, France, and a Master’s Degree in Mechanical and Electrical 
Engineering from A&M Paris-Tech. Alain is also a founding 
member of the MIPI alliance, an early Director of Open Mobile 
Alliance, and was Board member of UIQ AB.
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Bio: Dr. Richard C. Benson, the fifth president of The University of 
Texas at Dallas, earned a bachelor of science and engineering 
degree in aerospace and mechanical science from Princeton 
University, a master’s degree in mechanical engineering from the 
University of Virginia, and a doctorate in mechanical engineering 
from the University of California, Berkeley.
Prior to beginning his university career, he worked for the Xerox 
Corporation as a technical specialist and project manager from 
1977 to 1980. He joined the University of Rochester in 1980 as an 
assistant professor of mechanical engineering and was named the 
top teacher in the College of Engineering and Applied Science in 
1981. He progressed to associate professor in 1983 and full 
professor in 1989. He served as associate dean for graduate 
studies in the College of Engineering and Applied Science from 
1989 to 1992 and as chair of the Department of Mechanical 
Engineering from 1992 to 1995.
Benson’s research at the University of Rochester was primarily 
focused on the mechanics of highly flexible structures. With 
sponsorship from the Eastman Kodak Company, Hewlett Packard, 
Bausch and Lomb, Xerox and others, he and his advisees modeled 
magnetic disks and tapes, paper sheets, soft contact lenses, 
photographic film and other easily deformed structures.
At Penn State University, Benson served as head of the Depart-
ment of Mechanical Engineering from 1995 to 1998 and head of the 
Department of Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering from 1998 to 
2005. He co-taught, with a partner from the Women in Engineering 
Program, first-year seminars on toy making and dancing robots.
As dean of Virginia Tech’s College of Engineering, Benson oversaw 
record growth from 2005 to 2016. The number of engineering 
applicants nearly doubled during his tenure. Also, the College of 
Engineering climbed to its highest-ever ranking in the National 
Science Foundation’s report on engineering schools’ research 
expenditures.
Benson’s teaching interests are in the fields of structural 
mechanics, design and applied mathematics. At the graduate level 
he has taught courses in structural mechanics, structural stability, 
plates and shells, elasticity and continuum mechanics. At the 
undergraduate level he has taught courses in advanced mechani-
cal design, statics, mechanical systems, kinematics, complex 
variables and boundary value problems.
Benson has received three significant honors from the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME). In 1998 he was made a 
Fellow of the ASME. In 2009 he was elected to a three-year term on 
the ASME Board of Governors (2010-13). He also has held editorial 
positions with the ASME Press, ASME Journal of Applied Mechanics 
and Applied Mechanics Reviews.



Dave Heacock
Senior Vice President
Texas Instruments Inc.

Rob Rutenbar
Head, Department of Computer Science
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Delivering industry‐changing advancements:
Wide‐bandgap devices disrupt traditional
Power Management approaches

What’s Up With Analog CAD…?
Abstract: In the first decade of the 21st century, the first genera-
tion of analog design tools--for circuit sizing and optimization and 
for physical design-- moved from academic research projects, to 
startups, to integration on various standard platforms. And we also 
began to see some concerted efforts to formulate the verification 
problem in formal terms, albeit on rather simplified version of 
designs. In this talk I will try to summarize what we got right in 
that first generation effort for “synthesis” related tools.  And I will 
talk about what we got wrong. The “right” part is the idea that all 
design is optimization:  continuous, combinatorial, geometric, etc.  
Formulating tough analog tasks as the “right” optimization 
problem(s) got us the first generation of tools that did anything 
right.  The “wrong” part was an incomplete appreciation of the 
importance of designer use models--how real people do real 
designs in this business. Closing that gap is one remaining 
challenge.  Another is the leap to non-planar end-of-roadmap 
CMOS technologies (14nm and below), where lithographic and 
manufacturability concerns create some very new problems, but 
surprisingly, also create new opportunities for tool innovation.
Bio: Rob A. Rutenbar received the Ph.D. degree from the University 
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, in 1984. From 1984 to 2009, he was faculty 
at Carnegie Mellon, where he held the Stephen J. Jatras (E’47) 
Chair in Electrical and Computer Engineering. In 1998 he 
cofounded Neolinear, Inc. to commercial his CMU research on 
analog circuit and layout synthesis; he served at Neolinear’s Chief 
Scientist until its acquisition by Cadence in 2004. Today, these 
technologies are foundational elements of the widely used CDNS 
Virtuoso platform. In 2010 he joined the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign, where he is currently the Abel Bliss Professor 
and Head of Computer Science. His research has focused in three 
broad areas:  tools for a variety of IC design problems; methods to 
manage the messy statistics of nanoscale chip designs; and 
custom silicon architectures for challenging tasks such as speech 
recognition and machine learning. His work has been featured in 
venues ranging from EETimes to the Economist magazine. He is a 
Fellow of the ACM and IEEE.
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Abstract: As more and more wide‐bandgap devices find their way 
into mainstream systems and applications, traditional power 
management approaches are giving way to new gallium nitride 
(GaN) and silicon carbide (SiC)‐enabled capabilities and architec-
tures. With this shift, power density and solution size dramatically 
improve, but these components present unique challenges to 
system designers. This talk will examine these challenges, along 
with the benefits offered with wide‐bandgap components and how 
they interact within tradition electronic subsystems.
Bio: Dave Heacock is senior vice president and manager of Texas 
Instruments Silicon Valley Analog (SVA). He provides strategic 
leadership to develop game-changing solutions that solve the 
real-world analog signal chain and power management problems 
facing global system manufacturers. Previously, Heacock led 
worldwide strategy and operations for High Volume Analog and 
Logic (HVAL), where he helped transition its product portfolio into 
a growth contributor for TI. Before that, Heacock was vice 
president of Portable Power Management, with overall responsi-
bilities that included product development and product definition. 
He also managed TI's battery management product line and has a 
long history in low-power battery operated components stemming 
from Benchmarq Microelectronics and Unitrode Corporation. 
Heacock has over 30 years of experience in semiconductor new 
product development and holds one patent in self calibrating 
circuits in battery management.



Bruce Gnade
Vice President of Research
The University of Texas at Dallas

Ogan Gurel
Chief Executive Officer
NovumWaves

Multifunctional Large Area Electronics Protein Electrodynamics and THz Medicine
Abstract: It is well known that proteins exhibit dynamic behavior 
with their normal modes specifically vibrating at terahertz 
frequencies. These motions are essential to protein function and 
because these macromolecules are charged the existence of 
such vibrations suggest the possibility of specific interaction with 
electromagnetic radiation in the terahertz band. Time-domain 
spectroscopic experiments were performed identifying specific 
absorption of terahertz radiation (~0.8THz and 1.3THz) by 
met-hemoglobin as well as potential interactions between high 
frequency and low frequency modes (e.g. Stokes shift). This 
proof-of-concept result suggests that these protein spectroscop-
ic signatures can serve as the basis of a novel form of molecular 
medical imaging; likewise terahertz-modulated manipulation of 
such motions may underlie new forms of therapy. Other 
collaborative studies now underway, including THz imaging of 
Alzheimer’s tissue, and THz spectroscopy of diabetes-related 
hemoglobin, and 2D THz spectroscopy as applied to biomole-
cules, will also be discussed.
Bio: Dr. Ogan Gurel is Founder and CEO of NovumWaves, whose 
mission is to advance and bring to reality terahertz innovation. 
With research interests in protein electrodynamics and terahertz 
medicine, he also holds academic appointments as Visiting 
Professor at the Samsung Advanced Institute of Health Sciences 
and Technology, Honorary Fellow at the University of Melbourne, 
and Visiting Professor at the Libera Accademia Belle Arti 
(Brescia, Italy). Previously, Dr. Gurel served as Chief Innovation 
Officer at Campus D and over four years as a Director at the 
Samsung Advanced Institute of Technology (SAIT). Prior to that, 
he was VP & Medical Director at Sg2 and an Associate at Booz, 
Allen & Hamilton. His nearly 30 years experience in healthcare 
spans multiple sectors: biomedical science, clinical medicine, 
strategy consulting, business development, executive manage-
ment, marketing, and R&D, with direct expertise in medical 
devices, mobile health, healthcare IT, medical imaging. Prior to 
surgical training at the Massachusetts General Hospital, he 
obtained his M.D. Alpha Omega Alpha from Columbia University 
where he worked in structural biology (x-ray crystallographic 
studies of growth factors with Prof. Wayne Hendrickson), was a 
visiting researcher at the Institut Laue-Langevin in Grenoble 
(working with Dr. Giuseppe Zaccai on membrane proteins), and 
obtained his Bachelor’s in Biochemical Sciences cum laude from 
Harvard College, studying the then nascent field of protein 
dynamics with Prof. Martin Karplus, 2013 Chemistry Nobel 
Laureate. Along with peer-reviewed scientific publications, 
several patents, a novel (Waves), syndicated columns, and 
newspaper contributions, Dr.  Gurel has presented numerous 
invited talks and keynotes at leading institutions and global 
conferences covering healthcare trends, digital & mobile health, 
protein electrodynamics, the future of medicine, healthcare 
market dynamics, and innovation in general.
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Abstract: Current applications for large area electronics include 
displays and solid state lighting.  While these are potentially very 
large volume applications, we believe there are many other 
applications that would benefit from a mature large area electron-
ics technology that can incorporate many functions.  In order to 
implement complex systems compatible with inexpensive 
substrates we use traditional semiconductor processes such as 
photolithography and etching. Thin-film electronics offer the 
possibility of true 3-D integration because active devices can be 
fabricated at any level within the system.  Examples of our current 
work will be discussed including, thin-film radiation detectors with 
integrated active pixel electronics and multi-functional-multi-elec-
trode arrays for cellular recording, all fabricated on low tempera-
ture inexpensive substrates. Issues related to the design and 
fabrication of complex systems based on moderate performance 
electronics will be discussed.  
Acknowledgments:  This work has been supported in part by the 
Army Research Labs, DARPA, The Department of Homeland 
Security and NSF.
Bio: Bruce Gnade received his BA in Chemistry from St. Louis 
University in 1976 and his Ph.D. in Nuclear Chemistry from the 
Georgia Institute of Technology in 1982. He joined the faculty at UT 
Dallas in 2003 and is currently the Vice President for Research and 
the Distinguished Chair in Microelectronics. He managed several 
research and technology groups during his 14 years at Texas 
Instruments and from 1996-1999 was on a temporary assignment 
at the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) as a 
program manager.  His current research interests focus on flexible 
electronics with applications ranging from radiation sensors to 
microelectrode arrays for cellular recording.  He has authored/-
co-authored approximately 185 refereed journal papers, 77 U.S. 
patents, and 55 foreign patents (Google Scholar >10,000 citations, 
h-index=46). 



Brian Floyd
Associate Professor, Department of
Electrical and Computer Engineering
North Carolina State University

Kyoho Lee
PhD Candidate
KAIST

Safety and Security Thrust of TxACE Mixed-Mode Computing and Circuit
Implementations of Neural Networks and
Neuro-Fuzzy Inference Systems

Abstract: As the revolutionary era of Deep Neural Network (DNN) 
has emerged, several DNN hardware accelerators have been 
recently researched with digital circuit. However, they suffer from 
huge power consumption when it comes to mobile applications, 
where low-power consumption is the crucial requirement. In this 
talk, in addition to digital implementation of DNN, analog/digital 
mixed computing as well as the detailed mixed-mode circuits for 
DNN and Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (NFIS) will be introduced 
for efficient and effective hardware implementation. The benefits 
of mixed-mode implementation can be summarized as: 1) fast 
speed by parallelized computation, 2) less silicon area occupation, 
and 3) low-power consumption. The power can be further reduced 
by optimizing current level used within the network. In addition, 
digital implementation of controller provides accurate training of 
DNN and NFIS, as well as high programmability of the network 
parameters required for analog circuits. Therefore, the 
mixed-mode implementation becomes not only an efficient, but 
also an effective approach to DNN and NFIS hardware implemen-
tation. Also, a mixed-mode System-on-Chip (SoC) for the automo-
tive black box system that provides intelligent Advanced Driver 
Assistance System (ADAS) functions will be presented. The 
proposed system features the world’s first SoC implementation of 
Semi-Global Matching algorithm as well as the mixed-mode NFIS 
for intelligent decision making for the vehicle. By utilizing the 
mixed-mode computing, the SoC has dual-mode operations: 1) 
high-performance computation for ADAS and intention prediction 
in driving-mode and 2) ultra-low-power record triggering in 
parking-mode. As a result, the proposed ADAS SoC achieved the 
highest energy efficiency compared to the state-of-the-art ADAS 
SoCs, and was presented in ISSCC 2016, COOLCHIPS 2016, and 
HOTCHIPS 2016.
Bio: Kyuho Jason Lee received B.S. and M.S. degrees in the school 
of Electrical Engineering from Korea Advanced Institute of Science 
and Technology (KAIST), Daejeon, Korea in 2012 and 2014, 
respectively. Now he is currently pursuing the Ph.D. degree in the 
same school. Throughout his research, he has implemented 5 
SoC’s including low-power mixed-mode neural network classifier, 
a high-throughput Network-on-Chip architecture for fast computer 
vision processing, and low-energy object matching processor for 
real-time object recognition on mobile platform. He recently 
developed an intelligent vision SoC for ADAS which includes 
high-performance stereo matching for precise depth extraction as 
well as intelligent decision making system for intention prediction, 
and presented the system at ISSCC 2016, COOLCHIPS 2016, and 
HOTCHIPS 2016.
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Abstract: This talk will summarize the breadth of research being 
conducted within the security and safety thrust at TxACE. We will 
present research highlights for SRC projects focused on millime-
ter-wave imaging, terahertz spectroscopy, millimeter-wave and 
terahertz communication, and analog/RF test. 
Bio: Brian Floyd is the security and safety thrust leader for TxACE. 
He received his Ph.D. from the University of Florida in 2001. He is 
currently an Associate Professor at NC State University, and leads 
a research program focused on RF and millimeter-wave communi-
cation, radar, and imaging systems. Prior to working at NC State, 
Dr. Floyd was a research staff member and then first-line manager 
at IBM Research in Yorktown Heights, NY, where he worked on 
60-GHz radio systems. Dr. Floyd is an Associate Editor for the IEEE 
Journal of Solid State Circuits and serves on both the steering and 
technical program committees for the IEEE RFIC Symposium. He 
has won multiple awards, including best paper awards at ISSCC, 
best paper awards for IBM, a DARPA Young Faculty Award, IBM 
Faculty Award, and Outstanding Teacher Award for NC State 
University.



Kenneth O
Professor of Electrical Engineering
and Director of TxACE and
Texas Instruments Distinguished Chair
The University of Texas at Dallas

TxACE Update
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Bio: Kenneth O received his S.B, S.M, and Ph.D degrees in 
Electrical Engineering and Computer Sci¬ence from the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA in 1984, 1984, and 
1989, respectively. From 1989 to 1994, Dr. O worked at Analog 
Devices Inc. developing sub-micron CMOS processes for mixed 
signal applications, and high speed bipolar and BiCMOS processes. 
He has been a professor  at the University of Florida, Gainesville 
from 1994 to 2009.  He is currently the Director of Texas Analog 
Center of Excellenc and TI Distinguished University Chair 
Professor of Analog Circuits and Systems at University of Texas at 
Dallas. His research group is developing circuits and components 
required to implement analog and digital systems operating 
between 1GHz  and  50THz using silicon IC technologies. He was 
the general chair of the 2001 IEEE Bipolar/BiCMOS Circuits and 
Technology Meeting . Dr. O has also served as an associate editor 
for IEEE Transaction on Electron Devices from 1999 to 2001. Dr. O 
was a  member of ADCOM of IEEE Solid-State Circuits Society 
between 2009-2011. He chairs the Meetings Committee of IEEE 
Solid-State Circuits Society. He has authored and co-authored 
~240 journal and conference publications, as well as holding 
twelve patents. Dr. O has received 1996 NSF Early Career Develop-
ment Award and 2014 Semiconductor Industry Association 
University Research Award. Prof. O is also an IEEE Fellow.


